**CLoud ACE JOURNEYS**

Keep up with the speed of cloud. Upskill. Reskill. Continue the journey. Advance your career.

Multiple collections of three courses by job role to become a well-rounded, future thinking, cloud security practitioner. Discover the benefits of completing a journey. #SANSCloudAce

---

I use cloud security solutions to enable defenses and detect attacks. I have:
- Established a security foundation
- Prepared for multicloud environments
- Learned to detect attacks

I design cloud security solutions, architectures, and automation best practices. I have:
- Mastered architectural structure
- A deep understanding of multicloud requirements
- Utilized automation for speed and accuracy

I build security solutions for cloud workflows. I can:
- Implement multicloud requirements
- Maximize automation
- Decipher architecture

I develop, deploy, and manage secure applications and systems. I can:
- Maximize automation for speed and accuracy
- Capitalize on multicloud environments
- Secure my applications

I monitor and test cloud environments to detect and investigate threats. I can:
- Monitor and detect threats
- Pen test cloud environments
- Investigate cloud threats

---